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  MMA DAILY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2022 

© MMA, INC, 2022 
 
 
U.S. markets will be closed Thursday in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. 
 
Geocosmic Critical Reversal Dates (CRD): These dates affect all markets. They are the midpoint of geocosmic 
clusters and have a range of three days either side. Sometimes they expand to as much as 5 days. The idea is 
to see a new two-week or greater high or low and then a reversal. It is especially effective when major, half-
primary, or primary cycle troughs are due. These are more important than the solar-lunar reversal dates. The 
more stars next to the date, the greater the historical correlation with a cycle end and reversal. For more 
information, please read Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing series. Below is the date of the midpoint, and 
in parentheses, the length of time containing the geocosmic signatures (known as a “cluster”). If the cluster 
is long (more than 15 days), there may be other possible reversals, based on tighter geocosmic clusters, within 
the greater cluster.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
   
Nov 8** (Could extend to Nov 13**) 
Nov 21-22** (Crude Oil Nov 10-23) 
December 6** 
 
These periods are usually more important than the solar/lunar reversal zones, and usually more accurate 
because they have a wider orb of time (+/- 3 trading days vs. +/- 1 trading day for solar/lunars). They will 
correspond more often with major, half-primary, or full primary cycles, whereas lunar reversals need only 
correspond to 2.5% reversals. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS:  
 CRD = Geocosmic Critical Reversal Date 
 ATH = All-Time High 
 MA  = Moving Average 
 
Review: Stocks were down Monday. So were currencies, metals, and Bitcoin, but T-Notes and Crude Oil only 
finished modestly lower. 
 
DJIA Cash: Monday’s close was another bullish trigger. And the close was above the daily trend indicator 
point (TIP) for the 2nd day, which means it remains neutral.  
 
 Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 33,626. It will be upgraded to a trend run up if it closes higher today. 
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 Daily support is 33,547-33,551. A trade below, followed by a close back above this range, is a bullish 
trigger.  
 Daily resistance is 33,853-33,857. A close above is bullish. A trade above here, followed by a close back 
below is a bearish trigger.  
 

Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 32,807-33,435, 30,612-30,626, 29,045-29,094, 28,440-
28,881, 27,057-27,229, 26,712-26,749, 24,533-24,798, 24,405-24,479, 23,825-24,273, 23,237-23,340, 
21,344-22,135 and 19,045-20,160. DJIA closed below others recently at 34,581-34,617, 35,091-35,123 and 
35,641-35,663 so these are also resistance. 

 
Bearish crossover zones remains in effect at 33,845-33,899 (that held the high), 34,288-34,513 and 

35,591-35,663. It closed above two others on yesterday’s monster rally at 32,807-32,899 and 33,353-33,588. 
It closed above others previously at 31,599-32,209, 29,568-29,747, 28,855-28,876, 28,481-28,503, 28,093-
28,192, 26,822-27,378, 26,476-26,485, 25,733-26,833, 21,294-21,686 and 26,044-26,136, so these are 
support zones. 

 
Not much action Monday, but it did close with a bullish trigger and a close above resistance will be 

another bullish sequence. But until it takes out last week’s high, we also have a case of a lower secondary 
high and that is more of a bearish sign. Seasonal and geocosmics are still bullish, so we will go with that.  

 
Solar Lunar periods coming up (the more*, the more likely a reversal, the more #, the less likely a 

reversal). If it states, “often a high” or “often a low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as 
often as a high or a low in the past. However, it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon 
more as reversal, whether historically it has been more often a high or low. Sometimes the reversal can be 
one day off due to overnight and pre-market trading in futures. The values in parentheses represent new 
research studies conducted by Yating Hu, MMTA student, from 2020-2021.  
  
 Nov 21  113.4*    94.5 
 Nov 22-23   82.7  100.3 
 Nov 24-25   87.8  116.8* 
 Nov 28-29 179***  116.8* 
 Nov 30-Dec 1   73.1#  144.9* more often a high 
 Dec 2  131.3*  65.6# 
 

 Position traders are flat and may still buy at 33,350 +/- 60 with a stop-loss on a close below 32,400. 
Aggressive traders are flat and may also go long if prices fall to 33,350 +/- 60 with a stop-loss on a close 

below 32,400. 
VAT: Very aggressive traders were short after covering 1/3 and advised, “Let’s cover all and go long at 

33,550 +/- 60 with a stop-loss on a close below 32,800.” The low was 33,559, so we go that. 
 

ESZ (Dec S&P E-MINI): Monday’s close was a bullish trigger. And the close was below the daily trend indicator 
point (TIP) for the 4th consecutive day, and it was a down day, which means it is downgraded to a trend run 
down.   
 
 Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 3960.75. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there 
today. 
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 Daily support is 3935.75-3936.25. 
 Daily resistance is 3980.25-3980.75. 
 

Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 3805-3850, 2870-2890.50, 2523-2552.50, 2326.50-2333, 
2214.50-2219.50, 2087.75-2115.25, 2044.25-2044.50, 2005-2005.50, 1944.25-1949.25, 1899.25-1900, 
1871.75-1875, 1752.50-1753.50, 1657.75-1665.25, 1499.25-1501.25, 1459.25-1460.75, 1436-1447.25, and 
1366.75-1370.25, and are support. It closed below others previously at 4047-4049.25, 4164-4171, 4238-4244, 
4410.50-4411.50, 4590.25-4592.75 and 4736.50-4746.75, so these are now resistance. 
 

Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 4068.50-4101.25, 4146.75-4171.25, 4186.25-4205.50, 4265-
4267.75, 4340-4344, 4452.75-4461.50 and 4741.75-4763. Prices closed above others previously at 2512-
2540.25 and 1964.25-1966.50, so these are support zones now. 

 
No change from Monday which stated, “A major cycle low is due in the next 2 weeks, and prices would 

likely fall below the 15-day MA at 3884. We would like to see this happen today or Tuesday, because 
Wednesday-Friday are lunar and geocosmic days for a high.” 15-day MA is now 3888.75 and rising about 4-5 
pts/day. 

 
Position traders are flat and may buy at 3850 +/- 12 with a stop-loss on a close below 3750. 
Aggressive traders are flat and may also go long at 3895 +/- 12 with a stop-loss on a close below 3800.  
  

NQZ (Dec NASDAQ E-MINI): Monday’s close was bearish. And the close was below the daily trend indicator 
point for the 4th consecutive day, which means it remains in a trend run down.   
 
 Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 11,680. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there 
today. 
 
 Daily support is 11,486.50-11,508.75. 
 Daily resistance 11,689.50-11,711.75. 
 
 Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 11,001.75-11,197.75, 10,436-10,462, 9188-9200, 8416-8497, 
7641-7748, 6691-6747, 6585.50-6602.50, 6239-6272, 6009-6041, 5823-5835, 5455.50-5483.25, 5130-5131, 
4679.75-4741.25, 4466-4476, 4227-4229, 4124-4129, 4031.25-4051.25, 3901-3907, 3686.25-3698.50, and 
3563-3576.25. It closed below others that had formed previously at 12,503.25-12,527, 13,018.75-13,037.75, 
13,166.75-13,179, 14,567.50-14,595.50, 14,974.25-14,977.50, so these are now resistance. 
 
 Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 12,568-12,719, 12,951-13,038, 13,085.75-13,153.25. 
13,421.25-13,441, 14,738-14,873, 15,751-15,763.75 and 16,024.50-16,088.75. It closed above others 
recently at 8821-8881, 7661-8039.50, 7623-7691, 6239.25-6243.50, 5863-5900.50, 4625-4628, 4392-
4426.50, and 4108-4110.50, so these are all support zones now.  

 
We are still waiting for yesterday’s comments to hit, stating, “Let’s see if it can test its 15- and 45-day 

MAs currently kissing around 11,350-11,375 and hold.”  Now its 11,340-11,380. 
 
Position traders are flat and may go long at 11,350 +/- 60 with a stop-loss on a close below 10,630. 

 Aggressive traders are already long with a stop-loss on a close below 10,800. 
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UROZ (Dec Euro) – The ETF long for this is FXE: Monday’s close was bearish. And the close was below the 
daily trend indicator point (TIP) for the 3rd consecutive day, which means it is downgraded to a trend run 
down.   
 
 Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 1.0345. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there 
today. 
 
 Daily support is 1.0205-1.0218.  
 Daily resistance is 1.0315-1.0329. 
 

Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1.0077-1.0083  and .9839-.9867. Prices closed below bullish 
crossover zones that had formed previously at 1.0469-1.0492, 1.1181-1.1197, 1.1485-1.1487 and 1.2472-
1.2480, so these are all resistance.  
 

A new bearish crossover zone just formed at 1.0315-1.0318.  Others remain in effect at 1.1047-1.1049, 
1.1393-1.1396, 1.1551-1.1582, 1.1988-1.1994, 1.2109-1.2123, 1.2832-1.2841, 1.3080-1.3127, 1.3209-
1.3211, 1.3299-1.3302 and 1.3738-1.3743 in the nearby contract. These are resistance zones. It closed above 
others recently at 1.0236-1.0251(that held the low) and.9839-.9841, so these are now support.  

 
The former bearish crossover zone held at 1.0236-1.0251 but a new bearish crossover zone just formed. 

Yesterday stated, “So far it’s just a bullish flag forming as long as it remains above 1.0200.” It’s barely doing 
that, so we need to see a reversal back up start very soon and close above the new bearish crossover zone.  
 
 Position traders were flat and advised to, “… go long at 1.0250 +/- .0035 with a stop-loss on a close 
below .9750.” Got it as the low was 1,0244. 
 Aggressive traders are flat and advised to, “… buy at 1.0250 +/- .0035 with a stop-loss on a close below 
.9900.” Got it. 
 
JYZ (Dec Yen): Long ETF is FXY. Monday’s close was bearish. And the close was below the daily trend indicator 
point (TIP) for the 3rd consecutive day, which means it is downgraded to a trend run down.  
 
 Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 71.38. It will be upgraded back to “neutral” if it closes above there 
today. 
 
 Daily support 70.06-70.21. 

Daily resistance is 71.07-71.22. 
 

A bullish crossover zone recently formed at 68.86-69.71. It closed below bullish crossover zones recently 
at 73.81-74.10 and 74.35-74.54, so these are resistance zones. 
 
 A new bearish crossover zone just formed at 71.07-71.36. Others remain in effect at 78.34-78.57, 79.11-
79.30, 82.45-82.47, 83.40-83.77, and 85.85-86.20 in the nearby contract.  
 
 It closed below, “the next lower former crossover zone of 70.85-71.19.” And in the process formed a new 
bearish crossover zone at 71.07-71.36, so now it’s bearish until it can close back above the new bearish 
crossover zone. 
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Position traders were flat and advised to, “… buy at 70.80 +/- .30 with a stop-loss on a close below 
68.50.” Let’s see what happens today if it can reverse back up. 

Aggressive traders were flat and advised to, “…buy at 70.80 +/- .30 with a stop-loss on a close below 
69.50,” which was filled. Let’s exit and stand aside of prices get back to 71.00 +/- .20. 

 
TYZ (Dec T-Notes): Monday’s close was a bearish trigger. And the close was below the TIP for the 2nd day, 
which means it remains neutral.  
 
  Today’s TIP is 112/17. It will be downgraded to in a trend run down if it closes down today. 
 
 Daily support is 112/00.5-112/01.5. 
 Daily resistance is 112/19.5-112/20.5. 
 
 A bullish crossover zone remains in effect at 110/23-111/13. It closed below bullish crossover zones 
previously at 117/01-117/05, 124/20-124/27, 125/10-125/13, 126/17-127/01, 126/01-126/03, 127/23-
127/26,129/10-129/21, 131/25-131/30, 132/12-132/14, 133/20-133/22.5, 134/20-134/21 and 140/03-
140/04, so these are all resistance. 
 

Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 113/13-113/23.5, 116/12-116/21, 120/04-120/12, 121/21-
121/27 123/28-124/13, 129/29-130/11, 130/29-131/00, 132/25.5-132/26 and 136/04-136/12 in nearby. 
These are resistance zones.  
 

As stated yesterday, “As we head into this weekend’s Mars/Neptune square, we could see this correction 
fall below 112. It’s getting close to 112 now. As long as it holds above 111/16, it’s still bullish in my view, 
although in bearish primary cycles, the top usually forms at the 2-5 week interval and last week was the 4th 
week.” It fell to 112/04, so it’s still hanging on to the bullish idea. 

 
 Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 110 after covering 1/3 so far. Exit another 
1/3 at 114/28-115/04 if offered. 
 Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 110/11 after covering 1/3 so far. Exit 
another 1/3 at 112/28-113/04 if offered. 
  
GCZ (Dec Gold): Monday’s close was bearish again. And the close was below the daily trend indicator point 
(TIP) for the 3rd consecutive day, which means it is downgraded to a trend run down.   
 
 Today’s trend indicator point (TIP) is 1754.80. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there 
today. 
 
 Daily support is 1729-1730.60. 
 Daily resistance is 1750.10-1751.70. 
  
 Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1720-1731.50, 1689-1689.20, 1644.10-1658.10. 1402.20-
1406, 1395.60-1407.50, 1372.30-1375.60, 1317.30-1319.20, 1299.40-1300.50, 1275.40-1275.60, 1263.60-
1265.50, 1169.60-1169.80, 1146-1150 and 1063.30-1065.30. These are support zones. It closed below others 
previously at 1791-1791.60 and 1879.10-1883.60, so these are resistance zones. 
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 Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 1921-1921.20. Gold closed above others previously at 1659-
1659.50, 1619.80-1625.70, 1356.70-1359, and 1305.90-1307, so these are now support. 
 
 It fell rather hard, down to 1733.90 on Monday. Yesterday stated, “A retest of the former downward 
trendline around 1712-1718 this week is possible, but not inevitable, as a 2-4 week trading cycle low is due 
and this starts the 3rd week. But we are still in heliocentric Mercury in Sagittarius, so we can’t rule out a further 
rally first before that low comes in.” If it is to still rally further with helio Mercury in Sagittarius, it has to start 
now. 
 

Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1620 after covering 1/3 so far. Cover another 
1/3 at 1820 +/- 10. 

Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1620 after covering 2/3 for decent profits 
so far. Cover all at 1840 +/- 10. In meantime, let’s buy back if prices fall to 1715 +/- 7, same stop-loss. 

Very Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1675 or 1700, depending on your risk 
allowance. Cover at 1790 +/- 8. 

 
 The following solar/lunar days are from our studies published in The Gold Book: Solar-Lunar Reversal 
Keys for Trading Gold. (These are the lunar cycles for the next two weeks, per these initial studies). These 
numbers represent potential for reversal, where anything above 114 has a high probability of an isolated top 
or bottom to trade opposite of, for a 3% or 4% reversal. Use if either are highlighted. * Represents a strong 
reversal possibility. The more * the stronger it is. # Represents a low likelihood for a reversal. The more #, 
the less likely a reversal or big range day. 
  
 The solar-lunar cycles for Gold for the next few days are as given below. If it states, “often a high” or 
“often a low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as often as a high or a low in the past. 
However, it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon more as reversal, whether historically 
it has been more often a high or low.  
 

Reversal 4% Reversal 3% Big Range Day    
  
 Nov 21   165.4***  145.1**  129.6* 
 Nov 22-23  119.6*    93.1    87.3 
 Nov 24-25  117.8*  104.7     43.0###  slight bias towards low 
 Nov 28-29    93.8  112.6  136.8*  mostly lows, no cycle highs 
 Nov 30-Dec 1    63.8#    42.6###    62.1# 
 Dec 2     99.4  121.5*    96.7  
  
GLD: Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 155 after covering 1/3 so far for a nice profit. 
Cover another at 164.75 +/- .50. 
 Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 155 after covering 2/3 so far for a nice 
profit. Buy back at 160 +/- .25 if offered. 
 
SIZ (Dec Silver): Monday’s close was a bullish trigger. And the close was below the daily trend indicator point 
for the 5th consecutive day, which means it remains in a trend run down.   
 
 The daily trend indicator point is 2100. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there today.  
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 Daily support is 2064-2066. 
 Daily resistance is 2108-2110. 
 

Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1975-2019, 1640-1658, 1592-1593, 1521-1524, 1468-1479, 
1366-1379, 1121-1154, 1061-1085 and 961-980.  
 
 Bearish crossover zones remain in effect from several years ago at 3196-3206, 3347-3348.50, 3792-
3918, and 4700-4725. It closed above another bearish crossover zone at 1742-1757, so this is a support zone. 
 

We still like the idea of buying 1990-2023 if offered. 
 
  Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1900 after covering 1/3 so far. 

Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1900 after covering 2/3 so far and then 
buying back lower. 

VAT: Buy at 2000 +/- 10 with a stop-loss on close below 1900. 
  
 The solar-lunar cycles for the next few days are as follows (first column is reversal probability and second 
column is probability of a 2% or greater trading range for the day). The more *, the more likely a reversal or 
big range day. The more #, the less likely a reversal or big range day. If it states, “often a high” or “often a 
low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as often as a high or a low in the past. However, 
it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon more as reversal, whether historically it has 
been more often a high or low.   
 
      Reversal 4%  Big Range Day   
 
  Nov 17-18  113.6*     55.8## (may  be a low) 
  Nov 21   108.5    96.0 
  Nov 22-23  113.6*   139.6** 
  Nov 24-25    45.7###     63.1# 
  Nov 28-29  134.0*   215.6*** more often a low 
  Nov 30-Dec 1  117.1*     00.0 more often a high 
  Dec 2     44.7###   61.6# no cycle lows 
  

SLV: Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 17.50 after covering 1/3 for a nice first profit 
so far. 
 Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 17.50 after covering 2/3 for a modest gain 
and buying back, then covering 2/3 again. Buy back at 18.25 +/- .10 if offered. 

 
BTCX (Nov Bitcoin): ETF is BITO. Monday’s close was bearish and follows a bearish trigger, which is a bearish 
sequence. And it closed below the TIP for the 1st time in 3 days, which means it remains neutral.  
 
 The daily TIP is now 16,258. It will remain neutral unless sit closes below 14,925.  
 
 Daily support is 15,235-15,275. 
 Daily resistance is 16,145-16,185. 
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Bullish crossover zones are in effect at 14,535-14,590, 12,140-12,233, 11,240-11,420, 9685-10,445, 
7850-8183, 5546-5673, 4166-4293, 3920-3940, 3602-3735, 3357-3413 and 3215-3327. It closed below others 
recently at 20,456-20,547, 19,577-19,677, 18,460-19,095, 24,000-26,463, 27,747-28,088, 30,315-30,497, 
32,745-36,400, 36,697-38,620, 38,330-38,617, 39,200-39,238, 42,845-42,967, 45,435-47,227, 52,830-53,160 
and 62,360-64,420, so these are now resistance.  
 

A new bearish crossover zone just formed at 16,145-16,303. Others remain in effect at 20,012-20,581, 
21,652-21,940, 22,397-23,166, 25,547-28,098, 33,007-35,217, 38,440-38,617, 41,627-42,075, 45,240-
45,312, 49,472-49,562 and 49,840-50,666. It closed above others previously at 9537-9588, 9003-9005, 8170-
9070, 7112-7115, 3957-3960 and 3852-3950, so these are support now. 

 
Interesting that spot BTC fell to a new low but futures did not. If it can rally, that will become a case of 

intermarket bullish divergence. And lunar signs indicate that it could rally. As stated yesterday, “We are 
entering a period of a lunar cycle for a high November 19-29 following the double bottom low of November 
14.” Previously we stated, “The double bottom of Monday and last week is still holding. … I am impressed 
that it made a double bottom (Monday) in our lunar sign for a low, then closed with a bullish bias. That could 
be the low, or at least we know where support is now (14,025-15,250 short-term).” It has to hold here or 
else… bearish per the weekly comments. 

 
UPDATED LUNAR REVERSAL SIGNALS (FOR CASH) AS OF OCT 8: These values match noon GMT instead 

of noon NYC, since GMT is the change of date associated with Bitcoin. The following table shows two sets 
of the weighted values. The left-hand set is of 12% or greater reversals based lunar days from our studies, 
now going back to July 17, 2010. The right-hand set includes is of 10% of greater reversals values of Moon 
signs only since Uranus has been in Taurus. These numbers represent potential for reversal, where anything 
above 120 has a high probability of an isolated top or bottom to trade opposite of, for a 12% reversal. We 
may have to adjust this first column down to 115 now that we have added another 4 years of data. * 
represents a strong reversal possibility. The more * the stronger it is (however, right hand column can only 
hold one * for now). # represents a low likelihood for a reversal. The more #, the less likely a reversal or big 
range day. The best set up is when both sets of numbers for each sign agree with a reversal, low, or high. 
Keep in mind that these are purely lunar days, not solar/lunar days, as with metals and stocks. Please note 
that our studies based on noon GMT, and not Eastern time, since Bitcoin’s Day is based in GMT, not Eastern 
Time, and noon is the middle of the trading day. But since the high or low of the day may happen before or 
after noon, and the Moon can move up to 7 degrees in half of a day, we have to allow a one-day orb for these 
dates to manifest a correct setup.   
 
 The lunar cycles for Bitcoin for the next few days are as follows: 
 
Total cases since July 17, 2010       Total cases with Uranus in Taurus 
  

 Reversal 12% Lows Highs  Reversals 10% Lows Highs 
 
Nov 15-16   118.9* 118.6* 121.4* 113.9* 113.9* 113.9* 
Nov 17-18    117.3* 137.0* 97.6 79.0# 100.6 57.3## 
Nov 19-21   107.1 107.0 107.4 119.8* 98.7 141.0** 
Nov 22-23   110.4 105.9 115.0* 126.9* 155.0** 98.7 
Nov 24-25    97.1 88.1 106.2 76.8# 83.9 69.9#    
Nov 26-27    125.5* 116.8* 134.5* 117.3* 104.3 130.3* 
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Nov 28-29    77.6# 86.0 69.0# 119.9* 126.1* 113.5* 
Nov 30-Dec 1   77.4# 85.7 68.9# 75.7# 50.4## 100.9 
Dec 2-3   96.2 93.8 98.4 103.0 84.9 121.2* 
Dec 4-6   90.5 64.4# 116.5* 76.3# 50.8## 101.7 
Dec 7-8    74.6# 57.0## 92.3 108.9 81.7 136.1* 
 

 Position traders were flat and advised to, “…  buy at 15,500 +/- 600 with a stop-loss on a close below 
14,500.” Got it as the low was right there. 
 Aggressive traders were flat and advised to, “… buy at 15,500 +/- 600 with a stop-loss on a close below 
14,500.” Got it. 
 VAT: Very Aggressive Traders, trading mostly by the moon cycle are long with a stop-loss on a close 
below 14,900. Let’s exit on a rally up to 18,500 +/- 600. 
 
ETHX (Nov Ethereum): Written by MMA Analyst Gianni Di Poce. Monday’s close was bearish and follows a 
bearish trigger, which creates a double-bearish sequence as one was already in effect. And it closed below 
the TIP for the 10th time in 11 days, which means it remains in a trend run down. 
 
 The daily TIP is now 1164. It will be upgraded back to neutral if it closes above there today. We could 
expect that today or tomorrow. 
 
 Daily support is 1061-1064. 
 Daily resistance is 1134-1137.50. 
 
 Prices closed below bullish crossover zones at 1117-1264, 1362.50-1395, 1321-1322, 1362.50-1395, 
1321-1322, 1569-1569.50, 2075-2230.50, 2424.50-2705.50, 2836-2857.50 and 3187-3341, so these are now 
resistance. 
 

A bearish crossover zone just formed at 1134-1183. Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 1800-
1838, 2434-2623, 3161.50-3195.50, 3368.50-3404.50, 3744-3753.30, 3943.80-4104, 4359-4432.80, 4566.80-
4585.30, 4767.50-4767.80, 4763.30-4916.80. These are all resistance. It closed above one at 1083-1110.50 
(it closed here), so these are now support. 

 
Ethereum’s decline is pretty extended right now. Yesterday stated, “If Ethereum can avoid a close below 

the June lows, it would be a strong signal. Lot of Jupiter energy this week so could see big price moves .” It’s 
late in the 4-year and primary cycles, and due for a low at any time. The question is whether we see one more 
washout lower. Lots of bearish sentiment in crypto land right now, which suggests the worst could be behind 
it. 

 
Position traders are flat and may stand aside.  

 Aggressive traders are short with a stop on a close above 1183 now after covering 1/3 for a nice profit. 
Cover another 1/3 at 975 +/- 6 if offered. Revert back long if stops trigger with a stop on a close below 1308. 
 VAT: are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1030. Traders were advised, “Cover 1/3 at 1215 +/- 6 if 
offered.” This was elected the previous day, so we are out of 1/3. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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NOTE 1: FORECAST 2023 is completed as of November 17 and on schedule to be printed by December 15. 
You can still pre-order prior to December 1 to ensure the fastest delivery time once the printing is completed. 
And we have to say: this may be the best one yet. Each year gets better and better. 
 
The price for the printed edition of Forecast 2023 is now $66 as long as supplies last . And the price for the 
eBook edition will remain at $55.00. once the book is completed (by early December) 
 
Offer to consider: With printers dealing with supply problems in getting paper, we cannot guarantee the 
printed edition of this year’s book will be completed on time for delivery by December 25. It may or not be. 
We think it will. We do know that the book will be written and turned in on time, as usual, and the eBook will 
be ready on or around December 15. Therefore, purchasers of the printed edition may wish to also order the 
eBook this year to make sure they at least get the text in time. MMA offers a “bundle” purchasing plan where 
those who order the printed edition can also order the eBook for only $20.00. That way, you will be assured 
of receiving the text for reading over the holidays in case the printed edition of the book is not able to be 
delivered prior to December 15 as planned. 
 
MMA is again publishing an individual book dedicated to the yearly trends for the twelve individual signs. The 
book, Trends for the Twelve Signs 2023, will be written by Antonia Langsdorf-Merriman and Raymond 
Merriman. Antonia has written an annual Sun Sign book in German for the past several years, based on 
interviews conducted with Raymond beforehand. We will follow a format this year where Langsdorf will cover 
the health and relationships outlook and Merriman will cover the business, career, and overall psychological 
outlook of each sign for the year. The cost of this book will be $25, with a further discount if ordered together 
with the Forecast 2023 Book. 
 
We offer discounts to our Forecast Fan Club Members and our Active Subscriber Club members. Check out 
our page on Forecast Club Levels to learn more about these discounts. 
 
This year’s printed and eBook versions of Forecast 2023 will also be available in these languages: 
  
German: www.mma-europe.ch/ or email at info@mma-europe.ch 
Japanese: https://www.toushinippou.co.jp/ 
Chinese: www.nodoor.com/  
 
We created an updated list of our most common Forecast FAQs to help this Forecast season.  
 
NOTE 2: The monthly issue of the new MMA ETF Monthly Cycles Report by Gianni Di Poce was just released 
Thursday night, November 17. Written by MMTA director Gianni Di Poce, this report gives valuable trading 
insights on eight popular ETFs:  SPY (S&P stock market), GDX (Gold), BITO (Bitcoin), TLT (Treasuries), USO 
(Crude Oil ETF), XLV (Health groups), XLK (Technology), and XHB (home builders, real estate). Now you can 
get MMA’s cycles and geocosmic outlooks for the most popular and traded ETFs, which trade like stocks on 
the major exchanges. A great compliment to the monthly MMA Cycles Report! Click here for more 
information. 
 
NOTE 3: THE NOVEMBER-DECEMBER ISSUE OF THE MMA Monthly Cycles Report Plus+ written by Pouyan 
Zolfagarnia will be issued this week (Monday evening, November 21). The mid-month addendum to the MMA 
Cycles report has very attractive graphics and charts (people love it!) and is very readable. It contains more 
references and illustrations to geocosmics than most MMA Cycles reports and is only available for 

https://www.mmacycles.com/product/forecast-2023/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/trends-for-the-twelve-signs-2023/
https://www.mmacycles.com/articles/forecast-club-levels/
http://www.mma-europe.ch/
mailto:info@mma-europe.ch
https://www.toushinippou.co.jp/
http://www.nodoor.com/
https://www.mmacycles.com/articles/forecast-faqs/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-etf-report/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-etf-report/
https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-cycles-report-plus/
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subscription to those who also subscribe to the MMA Monthly Cycles Report. If you wish to try this month’s 
addendum, along with the latest issue of the MMA Monthly Cycles Report, sign up online at the link above. 
Cost for a monthly copy of both reports is $55. That will give you both the most recent copy of the MMA 
Cycles report and the MMA Cycles Report addendum coming out this week. For further information and 
ordering instructions, please click here. 
 
NOTE 4: TUNE INTO MMA’S NEW WEEKLY YouTube Channel on the geocosmic climate related to financial 
markets hosted by MMTA Educational Director Gianni Di Poce. New videos are recorded and released every 
Friday night. These 5-15 minute video presentations review market activity of the past week and offer a 
preview of the geocosmic signatures in effect for the next week and beyond. You may subscribe to MMA’s 
YouTube Channel today at no cost and get announcements when each geocosmic market review is ready for 
viewing! To view this week’s MMA YouTube episode, click here. 
 
NOTE 3: ANNOUNCING THE NEW MMA CYCLES GRAIN REPORT! It’s coming in late January 2023. Edited by 
top MMTA graduate Wyatt Fellows, this report will provide excellent cyclical and geocosmic analysis on 
Soybeans, Corn, Wheat, and Cotton. Wyatt owns and operates a large farm in Wisconsin and has a deep 
understanding of the cycles and fundamentals connected with grain markets. This is a report that all farmers, 
people connected with the grain business, and traders will want to have access to. We have sent out two 
Cotton studies by Wyatt so far and the response has been excellent. We will be sending a free sample of this 
new grain report before January, at which time you will be able to sign up and subscribe to this report if you 
wish for a special introductory rate. Stay tuned! 
 
EVENTS 
 
January 6, 2023: MMA CHINA WEBINAR FORECAST 2023 WEBINAR! Financial markets review for the China 
SSE stock index, Gold, Crude Oil, and now DJIA and Bitcoin: Details and registration will be announced soon. 
 
February 19, 2023: ANNUAL MMA FORECAST 2023 WEBINAR with Ray Merriman. Details and registration 
will be announced soon. 
 
March 18, 2023: Tentative beginning date of the next series of MMTA courses. We will have exciting news 
on this in December when enrollment begins for a limited number of students to be accepted for our third 
2-year program. We also hope to have a video available for viewing then of interviews conducted with those 
who completed the second MMTA program in September 2022. Stay tuned! 
 
Disclaimer and using this information properly: These comments are given to serve as a guideline for traders for each day and/or week. 
Comments and/or recommendations are based upon prices at end of the day or week. Traders are advised to use these only as guidelines 
- and use intraday analysis to establish positions in directions of comments given, so long as those support/resistance (entrance) areas) 

look favorable according to intraday analysis as well. Support and resistance are areas for day traders to look to buy and sell intraday. 
No guarantees are made for accuracy. Futures trading involves risk of large loss as well as large gains, and reader is solely responsible 
for any actions taken in markets, and neither the author nor publisher assume any responsibility whatsoever for reader's decisions. 
Futures or options trading are considered high risk. 
 
Information is provided herein with sincere intent, and according to our own studies and methodologies. These reports are provided 
mainly for “speculators.” By its very nature, “speculation” means “willing to take risk of loss.” Speculators” must be willing to accept 
the fact that they are going to have losing trades, many more than say “investors.” That is why they are “speculators.” The way 

“speculators” become profitable is not so much by high percentage of winning trades, but by controlling amount of loss on any given 
trade, so the average trade on winners is considerably more than the average trade on losing trades. MMA’s comments can be of value 
to both speculators and investors. MMA’s trade recommendations will be of potential value only to speculators.  
 

https://www.mmacycles.com/product/mma-monthly-cycles-report-plus/
https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst
https://www.youtube.com/c/MerrimanMarketAnalyst
https://youtu.be/B_ixHxD0VGg
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Support may represent favorable risk/reward places to buy if the trend is up. If prices trade below support, then have a close back 

above, it is considered a bullish “trigger,” and oftentimes represents a good buy signal. Resistance may represent favorable 

risk/reward places to go short if the trend is down. If prices trade above it, then have a weekly close back below, it is considered a 

bearish “trigger, and oftentimes a good sell signal. 


